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Ethris Publishes Preclinical Data on Musculoskeletal Regeneration
Using its Novel mRNA-based Transcript Therapy Approach
Ethris’ Modified mRNA for Growth Factor BMP-2 Induced Bone Formation Processes in
vitro and Enhanced Bone Healing in in vivo Studies
Munich, Germany, March 21, 2016 – Ethris GmbH, a pioneer in the emerging field of
messenger RNA (mRNA) medicine, announced today the publication of a research paper in
the peer-reviewed journal “Biomaterials” that underlines the broad therapeutic potential of the
company’s proprietary mRNA transcript therapy platform. The paper demonstrates that a
modified mRNA construct based on Ethris’ technology coding for the human growth factor
BMP-2 (bone morphogenetic protein-2) can induce bone regeneration in three different
settings including an established in vivo model for bone healing.
Transcript therapy describes a range of potential therapeutics based on Ethris’s platform,
which use modified mRNA sequences to deliver the information needed to produce a
therapeutic protein in patients´ cells and tissues. Ethris is applying this therapeutic modality
in a variety of diseases and has generated preclinical data sets in cystic fibrosis and a fatal
lung disease in addition to today’s results in musculoskeletal regeneration.
In vitro, Ethris’ mRNA therapy was successfully delivered to rat-derived primary stem cells
and resulted in the production and secretion of the growth factor BMP-2 and the activation of
gene patterns typical for bone regeneration. The levels of secreted protein were sufficient in
inducing osteogenic differentiation and mineralization of the stem cells. These findings were
further supported by studies performed with human tissue samples where a successful
transfer of mRNA triggered comparable cellular activities.

In an in vivo model, Ethris approach was able to induce new bone tissue formation as early
as 2 weeks after initial application. The study used an established model for bone fracture
healing and delivered the mRNA construct loaded on a fibrin gel, which was implanted at the
site of the bone defect in the femur of rats. No side effects were observed in the follow up of
treated animals.
“Building on the previously reported data on the high stability and tolerability of our proprietary
mRNA constructs, we today reported on the specific therapeutic functionality of these
molecules in bone healing, as a new indication area for Ethris. These are encouraging results
towards the future clinical applications of our mRNA transcript therapy approach in
musculoskeletal diseases,” commented Christian Plank, CSO of Ethris GmbH. “Transcript
therapy using mRNA constructs could enable the patient’s cells to produce the required
protein naturally, in the amount needed and at the relevant disease site. Our approach could
thus overcome limitations of the use of manufactured growth factor proteins such as BMP-2
for bone regeneration in today’s clinical practice, providing a safer and more cost effective
therapeutic option.”
The full paper entitled “Chemically modified RNA induces osteogenesis of stem cells and
human tissue explants as well as accelerates bone healing in rats” is available at
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0142961216001320
The program is supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research.

About Ethris GmbH:
Ethris is paving a new path from genes to therapeutic proteins using our proprietary
messenger RNA technology. Developed in-house, our integrated platform enables the
discovery, design and development of transcript therapies that restore missing functions in
patients’ cells and tissues. We will advance transcript therapies to transform the treatment of
disease independently and with our partners. For more information, visit www.ethris.com.
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